Introduction
This paper investigates the nominative/genitive alternation in Modern Inner Mongolian from a statistical perspective, and accounts for the different preferences of nominative or genitive subjects in relative clauses between Mongolian and Japanese from a synchronic point of view.
Subjects in relative clauses and nominal complements are generally marked genitive in Middle Mongolian, but Modern Mongolian exhibits the nominative/ genitive alternation. Our statistical study shows that nominative subjects are less preferred than their genitive counterparts in Modern Inner Mongolian. It is proposed that finiteness of relative clauses accounts for the subject Case marking alternation. Nominal subject occurs in a finite relative clause, and genitive subject occurs in a non-finite, nominal relative clause. Mongolian relative clauses exhibit nominal characteristics and subjects in relative clauses and nominal complements are in most cases marked genitive in the past. Alongside the recent development of reanalyzing verbal noun suffixes as indicative suffixes, verbal nouns may take the predicative position in matrix clauses as well. By analogy, relative clauses are reanalysed as a finite clause and nominative subject in a relative clause is also possible for some Mongolian speakers.
Compared to Mongolian nominative/genitive alternation, nominative subjects are more common in Japanese. It is claimed that the developments of verbal noun aspectual suffixes to finite indicative suffixes also occurred in the history of Japanese and Japanese goes faster than Mongolian. Verbal noun aspectual suffixes have evolved into indicative suffixes in Japanese, while in Inner Mongolian it is an ongoing development. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives background information about Mongolian in general and Mongolian relative clauses in particular. Section 3 reports the results of a statistical study of the nominative/genitive alternation in Modern Inner Mongolian relative clauses. Section 4 discusses finiteness of clauses and the nominative/genitive alternation, and compares Inner Mongolian and Japanese from a diachronic point of view. Concluding remarks follow in Section 5.
Basic Characteristics of Mongolian Relative Clauses
Mongolian is an agglutinative language, in which verbs are marked by suffixes for the imperative, indicative, verbal noun and converb forms. Roles of nouns are marked by a system of grammatical Cases including nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative, ablative, instrumental, and comitative. 1 The canonical word order is subject-object-predicate. Mongolian has vowel harmony. Masculine (a, o, u) and feminine (e, ö, ü) vowels don't co-occur in a non-compound word, and neutral vowel (i) is free from the constraint. 2
(1) a. Önödör dörbedüger kičiyel i suru-na. today fourth lesson ACC study-IND.NONPST "(We) will study Lesson Indicative suffixes contain not only temporal but also modal or aspectual meanings. For example, the verbal suffix "-la" might express a past event or a present perfective situation which the speaker witnesses, as shown in (3)a and (3)b, or an event which the speaker has the confidence that it will take place in no time.
See (3) Verbal nouns contain aspectual informations and possess characteristics of both verbs and nouns. Besides of assigning Cases to their own arguments in the embedded clauses, the verbal nouns üǰe-gsen "see-VN.PFV" and ide-kü "eat-VN.FTR" in (4) nominalize the clauses they head and make them legitimate to host Case markers.
(4) [[Temegen, üker, morin, moγai, noqai, ünegen, arsalan, kümün Gapless relative clauses are headed by abstract nouns such as ači "merit", ǰarliγ "edict" and yosun "maner, rule". (21) in the Japanese literature (Harada 1971, among others) , in marking agents in embedded clauses. See (22). (21) The following section examines the distributions of nominative and genitive Cases in Inner Mongolian relative clauses from a statistical perspective.
A Statistical Study
In a statistical research conducted in June of 2010, 100 Mongolian native speakers were recruited from under and graduate students of Inner Mongolia University to grade sentences on a 1-4 scale in a questionnaire. Score (1) means perfect sentences, (2) means grammatical but unnatural sentences, (3) means sentences with doubts, and (4) means definitely bad sentences. Sentences with a mean score smaller than 2 are classified as grammatical ones in our analysis.
The questionnaires were distributed to the participants and collected when done by 5 student assistants. All of the participants are native speakers of Mongolian and Mongolian-Chinese bilingual, with some knowledge in English (and/or Japanese). Background information about the participants' gender, age, education, hometown and language skills is also collected for reference and further analysis.
The questionnaire contains the instruction with samples and 64 sentences, including 25 filler sentences, 5 Nom/Gen pairs, and sentences including those dealing with the issues of word order, targets of relativization, resumptive pronouns and simple sentences served for baseline comparison. Sentences were arranged in a randomized order.
Filler sentences are presumptively perfect sentences taken from a textbook. They are meant to control the quality of the answers of the participants. (24a-d) No participant rejects all five pairs of sentences. 5 participants accept all pairs of sentences. 67 participants accept all sentences with genitive subjects, but only 5 participants accept all nominative subject sentences. Participants who accept all of the nominative sentences also accept their genitive counterparts. 9 participants reject all nominative subject sentences, while no participant rejects all genitive subject sentences. 6 participants accept all genitive sentences but reject all of their nominative counterparts. Table 2 shows the distributions of answers for the NOM/GEN pairs. (28b) is the only sentence that received no "definitely bad" grading. Although they are not the preferred forms, nominative subjects are acceptable for some speakers. For every nominative subject sentence, there were some native speakers who graded it as a perfect one. For example, 51 participants out of 91 regard (25a) as perfect expressions, and 24 think it is grammatical but unnatural. Only 16 participants graded it as doubtful or bad sentences. The average score of (25a) is 1.7033, which makes it qualified to be an acceptable sentence according to our criteria. Table 3 and Table 4 further display the distributions in groups and show detail information about each pairs of sentences. The data demonstrate that even though there exist idiosyncratic variations in judging the sentences, the genitive ones are preferred.
There are only 7 cases in which a participant accepted a nominal subject Table  3 . Table 3 . The Distributions of the Group of Answers 1 and 2 for the NOM/GEN Pairs For participants who reject at least one of the test sentences in a pair, genitive subject sentences are acceptable to many of them. See Table 4 . In the next section, we will first discuss the licensing of nominative and genitive Cases in relative clauses and then compare the distributions of nominative/genitive alternation in Inner Mongolian and Japanese in a diachronic view.
Implications

Finiteness of Clauses and the Nominative/Genitive Alternation
A finite clause contains some inflectional elements such as tense and agreement of person and/or number. In nominative-accusative languages, the subject of a finite clause takes nominative Case. We propose that the finiteness of clauses is related to subject Case marking. Nominal subjects appear in finite clauses, and genitive subjects occur in nominal clauses.
Unlike matrix clauses, Mongolian relative clauses cannot be headed by a finite indicative verb, but by a non-finite verbal noun. Compare (30) and (31). (30) Besides, English relative clauses are finite and the clause-internal subjects are nominative. Gerundive Nominals in English have genitive subjects. See (36) and 7 According to Cagri (2005:2) , Turkish native relative clause has two forms of verbal inflections, which are labeled in the literature as the Subject Relative and the Non-Subject Relative forms generally based on the grammatical function of the head noun of the relative clause plays. Cagri (2005:2-3) also notes that the SR form is sometimes licensed for non-subjects. Kornfilt (2008) glosses the NSR suffix -DIK as FN (Factive Nominalization). (Chomsky 1970 : (3a)) b. John's refusing the offer (Chomsky 1970: (3b) ) c. Mary's having left surprised me. (Schachter 1976 : (22)) A finite clause and a nominal clause containing aspect can be expressed in terms of CP and AspP in the Chomskyan framework. It has been proposed that nominative Case is licensed by a finite T (head of a TP selected by C [+Finite]) and genitive Case by a nominal head D (Chomsky 1986 (Chomsky : 74, 1995 ). We will not go into the technical details of how the subject position of a finite clause gets nominative Case assigned/licensed, and how a phrase inside a nominal phrase gets genitive Case in this paper. 8 Suffice it to say that finiteness of the clause is a keypoint to Mongolian nominative/genitive alternation.
A Comparison of the Nom/Gen Alternation in Mongolian and Japanese
Although both Mongolian and Japanese show Nom/Gen alternation, the distributions of nominative and genitive Cases in relative clauses are different. In Inner Mongolian, genitive Case subject is significantly preferred. According to Maki et al.'s statistic study, nominative subjects are significantly preferred in Japanese. Maki et al. (2004 :(34) ) shows that the participants who accept genitive subjects also accept nominative subjects, with 86 participants accepting (38b) out of 299 participants who accept (38a).
(38) a. [Kinoo, Taguchi ga yonda] hon yesterday Taguchi NOM read.PST book "the book Taguchi read yesterday" (Maki et. al. 2004: Q3) 
Taguchi no yonda] hon yesterday Taguchi GEN read.PST book "the book Taguchi read yesterday" (Maki et. al. 2004: Q4) Besides, those who accept genitive subjects judge the examples with genitive subjects worse than the counterparts with nominative subjects.
We will account for the different distributions of Mongolian and Japanese from a historical point of view. Mongolian verbal nouns are on the way to become a new set of indicative suffixes (Hsiao 2007 (Hsiao , 2009 (Hsiao , 2011 . We have shown in (10), (11) and (12), reproduced as (39) to (41) below, that verbal nouns might take the position of indicative endings. The imperfective habitual verbal noun suffix -daγ/-deg has turned out to be also an indicative ending and may appear in affirmative, negative and interrogative contexts freely. The perfective verbal noun suffix -γsan/-gsen occurs in interrogative and negative sentences freely, but usually cooccur with a copula in affirmative sentences in written language though a copula is not necessary in spoken language. 9 As for the verbal noun future suffix -qu/-kü, it mainly occur in interrogative and negative sentences. (39) Poppe (1955: 260-261) claims that all indicative endings are derived from verbal nouns and a zero "be" verb in Mongolian, though it is hard to trace the original meanings and usages of these verbal nouns. The development from verbal noun suffixes to indicative suffixes is a change from the analytic side to the synthetic side in an "analytic-synthetic cycle" in Mongolian historical syntax (Hsiao 2007 (Hsiao , 2009 (Hsiao , 2011 .
A language shows analytic characteristics when a temporal meaning is expressed by verbal-nominal suffixes and a copula verb. When the copula verb is omitted, or when the verbal suffixes and the copula verb are reduced, contracted and lost their original meanings, these reduced/contracted forms are reanalyzed as indicative suffixes and the language becomes more synthetic at the stage. The change from analytic to synthetic is cyclic.
The analytic-synthetic cycle is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Vstem-Verbal Noun suffix a n + COPULA There are at lease two lines of changes in the temporal system from Middle to Modern Mongolian. One line is the emergence of non-past verbal suffixes -na/-ne, and the other is the rise of perfective suffixes -γsan/-gsen as indicative past markers and imperfective -qu/-kü non-past ones. It is the latter trend that is relevant to our discussion of the nominative/genitive alternation.
Perfective verbal suffixes -γsan/-gsen do not express past time in Middle Mongolian documents, but might express past time in texts of Late Mongolian and Modern Monglian. Hsiao (2007) demonstrates that negative adverbs ülü "NEG" and ese "NEG" gradually gave their way to negative predicate ügei "exist.NEG" or negative suffix -güi in Mongolian diachronically. 11 Alongside the typological changes of negative constructions, Mongolian is getting more analytic, representing past time by perfective verbal noun -γsan/-gsen and omissible present tensed verb of existence rather than by a synthetic inflectional verb. It is also argued that the competition between these two sets of negators sped up a series of syntactic changes in temporal system of Mongolian. Changes caused by asymmetries in one set of constructions might trigger or speed up other series of changes. Table 5 shows that readjustments to eliminate asymmetries in negative constructions introduced affirmative/negative asymmetries in the temporal system. At the reconstructed Stage I, ülü/ese and ügei were in complementary distribution and there was a verbal-nominal asymmetry in negative constructions. At Stage II, the functions of ügei and ülü/ese were overlapping. They were competing for the function of negating verbal nouns. At Stage III, ülü and ese were replaced by ügei/-güi and an affirmative-negative asymmetry in the temporal system emerged. Indicative verbs are used in affirmative sentences, but verbal nouns are used in negative sentences. At Stage IV, past affirmatives tend to be expressed by perfective verbal nouns plus omissible copula verb by analogy to their negative counterparts. It is claimed that the developments of verbal noun aspectual suffixes to inflectional suffixes also occurred in the history of Japanese, and Japanese goes faster than Mongolian does. 13 Shibatani (1990: 123) notes that perfective suffix -tari, which became the modern perfective/past tense marker -ta eventually, started to cover the usage of a past tense suffix at the end of Late Old Japanese period (the 8 th century) and the tense suffixes -ki and -keri in Old Japanese disappeared during Middle Japanese period (12 th to 17 th centuries).
Verbal suffixes -ta "PFV/PST" and -ru "IMPFV/NONPST" have dual functions in Modern Japanese. They express both aspect and tense meaning and appear in both subordinate and matrix contexts. See (42) Table 7 . 13 Note that the development from an aspect suffix plus a copula into a tense marker occurred in the history of the Korean language, too. The past tense suffix -as'/-es' in Modern Korean developed from -a/-e isi (> -a/-e is') "be in the state of" in Middle Korean (Sohn 1999:55) . It is noteworthy that subject of a relative clause is marked genitive in Middle Korean and nominative in Modern Korean (Sohn 1999 :52, Lee 2011 . These changes remind us of the analytic-synthetic cycle in Mongolian historical syntax. Whether these changes in Middle Korean are related to each other is an interesting issue to address in further research. TOP tomorrow study do-NONPST "I will study tomorrow."
With regard to the nominative/genitive alternation in Japanese, Nambu and Matsuda (2007) shows that younger generations use genitive subjects less. See Figure 3 . Shibatani (1990: 347-357 ) discusses the development of ga and no. Both of ga and no are attributive markers in Old Japanese and both could mark the subject of a nominalized clause. Ga evolved into a nominative marker in Early Modern Japanese, and no remains an attributive and genitive marker. He suggests that genitive subject in Modern Japanese is a historical residue. If Shibatani's (1990) suggestion is on the right track, then it's a natural consequence that younger generations use genitive subjects less. Because alongside the development of aspectual suffixes into tense suffixes, subordinate clauses and independent clauses look no difference in the shape of predicates. Like the case in Mongolian, relative clauses can be analysed as finite clauses and have nominal subjects by analogy to their matrix counterparts.
Concluding Remarks
To conclude, finiteness of relative clauses accounts for the subject Case marking alternation. Nominal subjects appear in finite clauses, and genitive subjects occur in nominals. Subjects in relative clauses and nominal complements are generally marked genitive in Middle Mongolian, but Modern Mongolian exhibits the nominative/genitive alternation.
Alongside the recent development of reanalyzing verbal noun suffixes as indicative suffixes, verbal nouns may take the predicative position in matrix clauses as well. In these cases, predicates in relative clauses resemble those in matrix clauses. Therefore, relative clauses can be analysed as finite clauses and have nominal subjects by analogy to their matrix counterparts.
Our statistical study shows that nominative subjects are less preferred than their genitive counterparts in Modern Inner Mongolian. Compared to Mongolian nominative/genitive alternation, nominative subjects are more common in Japanese. It is claimed that the developments of verbal noun aspectual suffixes to inflectional suffixes also occurred in the history of Japanese, and Japanese goes faster than Mongolian does. Aspectual suffixes have developed into inflectional suffixes and replaced the original tense suffixes in Middle Japanese, while it is an ongoing development in Modern Mongolian.
